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Abstract Key words 
Experimental results on harmonic distortions in 13.56 MHz 

RF Argon glow discharge using different grounded electrodes areas 

and electrodes spacing are presented. The experiment is carried out at 

four pressure values. RF power values used are between 20 and 90 

watts. The results indicate significant increase in distortions at two 

specific values of the cone angle enclosing the two electrodes within 

its geometrical volume. The computation of the cone head angle gave 

the symmetry discharge or asymmetry as well as when the angle is 

small the condition is near symmetry discharge associated with 

decrease in the nonlinearity. 
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 حجم التفريغ في البلازما الراديوية السعوية وتأثير نسب مساحة الأقطاب 

 مؤيد عبدالله احمد

 العراق ,جامعة الموصل ,كلية التربية ,قسم الفيزياء

الخلاصة
ممم   باسممتعمال مسمماماا مةتلفممة 13.56MHzالتممر   عنمم  النتمما ا التجريبيممة للتتمموتاا التواي يممة يمما التفريمم  الرا يممو  تممم تعممي  

للنممم.وا  قممميم ال ممم ري الرا يويمممة  التجربمممة عنممم   ربعمممة قممميمنفممم ا قامممام الم رنمممة عنممم  مسممماياا مةتلفمممة بمممي   قامممام التفريممم   الأ
وانممة يما التتموتاا عنم  قيمتمي  معينتمي  لزاويمة ر و المةمروا الم    النتا ا إلم  زيما ير تتيواا   (90-20)المستعملة بي  

ينممع عم   لممم عنمم ما ةممروا  عاما التفريمم  المتنممالر  و التفريم  نيممر المتنمالر مسممام زاويمة ر و الم يمتمو  مجمممل ال ابمي  
 ةاية المراي ة التنالر مع انةفاض المالة نير متكو  الزاوية ص.يري المالة ت ترم م  مالة  التفري  ال

 
Introduction 

Low pressure, capacitively coupled 

radio discharge are widely used for material 

processing. capacitively coupled plasmas 

(CCPs) have been used for several decade 

for etching and deposition on the film [1, 2, 

3, 4]. The CCP system, usually the geometry 

of   RF  discharge  is  very  simple   because  

 

design with two parallel electrodes.  There 

are two type of CCPs RF discharge, 

symmetric discharge include two identical 

electrodes [5,6], whilst in asymmetric 

discharge systems the plasma formed 

between two unequal electrodes area, later 

create a dc voltage appears as a result for the 
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different in electron and ion mobility, this 

attributes to the different mass between 

them. Some research study the influence of 

the geometry design on the characteristics of 

CCP discharge with different gases as well 

as observed by using the different electrodes 

area ratio which play important role in dc-

self bias [7-10]. Gottscho et al., [8] showed 

that the discharge structure in CCP system 

contains the layers sandwiches (sheath-

plasma-sheath) usually formed with 

frequency well known 13.56 MHz in Argon 

plasma and the two sheaths at both of the 

two electrodes discharge can be described as 

a pure capacitive properties, in addition to 

this study gave very important results about 

the effects in the CCP discharge when using 

a different electrodes area ratio. In AC 

coupling connection the two sheaths can be 

described by the capacitive sheath model. In 

the case of a large, AC coupled driven 

(powered) electrode the DC bias (auto-bias) 

is positive, while in the case of a small 

driven electrode it is negative, but the 

absolute values are the same. This depend 

on the difference between the capacitor 

values due to the two sheaths at the two 

electrodes, this evidence by Raizer page 

(115) Eq.(3.6) [2]. Ahmad [11] used 

different grounded electrode surface areas 

and confirmed the increasing in the 

grounded electrode area plays important role 

in the CCPs discharge especially at the 

minimum breakdown in the Paschen curve 

in Argon gas. There is some experimental 

work on the harmonic properties of 

asymmetric RF discharge. Kawata et al.,[12] 

calculated the magnitude of second 

harmonic generated by plasma nonlinearity 

and they showed that it strongly dependent 

on the impedance plasma associated with the 

matching network circuit. Peter et al.,[13] 

investigated the harmonic and inter 

modulation distortion behavior of prototype 

plasma capacitor proposed for use as a radio 

frequency control device. Asmussen et 

al.,[14] presented and showed the effect of 

the capacitor size and input pump power on 

the parametric interaction. Dewan et al., [15] 

studied the harmonics which associated with 

the fundamental frequency in nonsymmetry 

(asymmetry) discharges in current wave and 

confirmed the most of the CCP discharges 

are asymmetry. Theoretical and modeling 

for symmetric and asymmetric RF 

discharges were presented by work on the 

generated harmonics. Lieberman [16] 

confirmed the scaling of potential with the 

current and showed that the current contains 

contribution up to the fourth harmonic in 

model includes two planar parallel plates. 

Lieberman [17] studied ion transport and 

bias voltage formation in asymmetric 

capacitive RF discharges, which have 

unequal electrode areas in spherical shell 

model. Barnes [18] used the simulation to 

compute the geometric factor for unequal 

electrode areas in CCP rf discharge 

13.56MHz as a driven frequency. The 

different electrode area not only the unique 

way to obtain the dc self-biasing in the CCP 

system, but from symmetrical electrodes 

geometry driven by two consecutive 

harmonics represents the fundamental 

frequency 13.56 MHz, other one 27.12 MHz 

this discharge called dual frequency 

capacitively coupled radio frequency 

discharge (df ccrf) by using electric 

asymmetry effect (EAE) [19]. In the present 

work, the influence of the discharge 

parameters RF power, Argon gas pressure, 

inter-electrodes distance, the diameter (area) 

of grounded electrode, results current 

waveform distortion, DC-bias, second 

harmonic components are studied. 

Experimental Apparatus 

The experimental set up is shown in 

Fig.1. It involves a 20cm in height and 15cm 

inner diameter bell jar shaped glass discharge 

chamber with a Teflon flat base. Two 

circular flat well polished aluminum 

electrodes are installed inside the chamber. 
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The upper electrode is 12cm in diameter and 

fixed at the top. The lower electrode is 

changeable. A set of electrodes are prepared 

with diameters of  3, 4, 5 ,6,7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 

and 12cm are used as lower electrodes. A 

screw mechanism is used to change the 

distance between the upper and lower 

electrode in each case. Electrode separation 

used is 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4 and 4.5 cm with error 

( ). Both electrodes are insulated on 

the sides not facing the discharge. The rims 

of electrodes are also insulated (this achieved 

by machining a solid Teflon disk in a way 

such that the aluminum fits into machined 

region). The electrodes were subjected to 

several stages of polishing, washing with 

hydrochloric acid water, and acetone to 

remove any contaminants. Each electrode 

was further subjected to plasma cleaning by 

producing a discharge at low pressure of 1.5 

Pa with 50 watts RF power for ten minutes to 

remove any remaining aluminum oxide 

layers from electrode surface. The chamber 

is connected to the vacuum pump, the gage 

valve, and the vacuum gauge via piping 

connections from the base side. The vacuum 

system involves Leybold Rotary Vane 

Vacuum Trivac D8b Rotary which has a 

nominal ultimate pressure  (0.27 Pa). 

The minimum base pressure reached 1Pa. 

The pressure is measured by a Leybold 

THERMOVAC transmitter model 

CAT.No.TTR91S connect to digital readout 

Leybold Vacuum model CAT.No.378514. 

The discharge is create using a 13.56 MHz 

RF generator (AMN 600 watt R Coaxial 

Power System) connected via an automatic 

impedance matching network. The current is 

measured by using a calibrated Rogowski 

coil (model GH3104-2 made by USR) 

surrounding the RF feed cable. The current 

signal produced by the Rogowski coil is 

applied to the Oscilloscope type HAMEG 

100 MHz model 1004-3 HAMEG 

Instruments. Rogowski coil-oscilloscope 

system is calibrated. A digital picture is 

converted to numerical data using a special 

matlab image processing software [20]. 

Typical current signal containing 

distortions together with plot of numerical 

data retrieved are shown in Fig.2. Each time-

current signal data set retrieved from the 

digital picture is analyzed using fast Fourier 

transformation to obtain the dc current, 

second harmonic components and the 

distortion which appears in the current 

signal. Typical result of such spectral 

analysis is also presented in Figs (2-c). 

 
Fig.1: Experimental Set up 

 

 
Fig.2: (a) Digital image of a typical current 

signal. (b) Plot of numerical data retrieved 

from picture in (a). (c) Frequency spectral 

analysis of the data in (b). 
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Result and Discussion 

        Due to the fact that the number of 

independent parameters is large pressure, 

electrodes spacing, electrodes area and RF 

power, it becomes slightly impractical to 

present the results on two dimensional plots. 

For this reason, three dimensional plots are 

preferred here. The distortion is computed for 

all the cases by Eq.(1), where the  

represents the ratio between the sum of all the 

harmonics amplitudes start from the second 

harmonic to infinity of the harmonics, that 

associated with the fundamental harmonic to 

the sum of all the amplitudes of the harmonics 

in addition to fundamental in the frequency 

spectral. 

                
             The distortion in the current wave 

comes from the nonlinearity which creates 

by the two sheaths near the two electrodes. 

When the area of the two electrodes are 

unequal and the ratio between the two 

electrodes area not equal one, this condition 

of CCP discharge usually called the 

asymmetric (nonsymmetric) discharge 

[2,4,15]. In the symmetry discharge the two 

sheaths are equal, due to equality of the areas 

ratio for the two electrodes are equal one, the 

influence of the nonlinearity which is 

generated by the sheath at one of the two 

electrodes, the other electrode will be 

generated the same effect but in the opposite 

direction [3,4,15]. 

Fig. 3 shows how can be computed 

of the cone head angle. The quantity 

 directly gives the angle of 

the head cone  as in Eq. (2), where R, r, 

and h being the radii of the two electrodes 

and the distance between them respectively. 

 

                                 (2) 

                                                       

 

 
Fig.3: The schematic diagram of the plasma. 

 

   Fig. 4-a, b, c and d, Fig. 5-a, b, c and d 

and Fig. 6-a, b, c and d show the DC, 

second harmonic and distortion with the 

angle of the head cone and the  RF power 

for the four pressures are used in the 

experiment. The indications from these 

plots, for the DC, second harmonic 

components and the distortion show that 

there are available regions higher than the 

other and their changes are very clear. The 

features of all the figures mentioned 

formerly above seem systematic.   

The two plasma sheaths can be thought to 

be equivalent to two diodes with   nonlinear 

I-V characteristics [21]. When the two 

electrodes are different in size, the 

corresponding diodes I-V characteristics 

will be different producing different 

responses to the applied voltage during 

each of the two half cycles of the RF field. 

This effect can be noticed in Fig. 2-a and b 

where the current signal at the upper half 

cycle is not a mirror of the lower half in 

addition to the fact that the whole signal is 

shifted upward. 

 

 

the angle of the head 

cone   
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Fig.4: The DC component plotted against   and RF power for four pressure values. a: 10 Pa, b: 15 Pa, 

c: 25 Pa, d: 30 Pa . 

 

 
Fig.5: The second harmonic component plotted against   and RF power for four pressure values. a: 

10 Pa, b: 15 Pa, c: 25 Pa, d: 30 Pa . 
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Fig.6: The distortion plotted against   and RF power for four pressure values. a: 10 Pa, b: 15 Pa, c: 

25 Pa, d: 30 Pa .

         
         Few features can be noted from the 

Figs. 4, 5 and 6. The first: is that the general 

behavior of the DC, second harmonic and 

distortion contents are much similar. This 

indicates that the net DC bias is always 

associated with overall distortion of the 

current waveform associated with plasma 

nonlinearity. The second, which is the most 

important feature of the behaviors of these 

three quantities against , is the clear 

existence of the increase at two specific 

angles, the values of the first cone head 

angles around  and the second 

around . The third: the three 

components have a small values (when the 

discharge is electrically symmetric or the 

inter-electrodes distance is large) after that 

the values of these components increase 

with  the   increasing  of  the  angle  to  reach  

 

 

high specific value at the range 15
o 

- 30
o
. 

Therefore, there is a decreasing beyond this 

region after that the increase occurs in the 

range of the angle values 45
o 

- 55
o
. These 

events are clear at all RF powers. The 

fourth: there are systematic increased for 

these components at all angles with 

increasing in RF power. The explanation for 

these cases can be demonstrated as follow: 

       When the cone head angle is small, this 

means there is a symmetry discharge 

 (geometrical symmetry and electrical 

symmetry), the influence of the nonlinearity 

is generated by the sheath at one of the two 

electrodes, while the other electrode will be 

generated the same effect but in the opposite 

direction. As a result for this situation the 

DC bias will disappear [1]. When this angle 

increases to a specific value the inverse 

nonlinearity  effects for both  sheaths  at the 
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two electrodes cannot be equaled. This leads 

that the sheath at one of the two electrodes 

overcomes to other. At this condition the 

nonlinearity will be very clear, this situation 

attributes to the asymmetry discharge 

condition. When the angle is larger than the 

limit mentioned formerly above, this leads a 

new effect to be appear. The discharge will 

stop between all electrodes surface area, but 

occurs between all smaller electrodes 

surface area and a part surface area from the 

larger electrode, which represents a 

geometrical symmetry for the smaller 

electrode. As a result from this condition the 

discharge back to electrically symmetry 

from the situation of the asymmetric 

discharge. In this case the nonlinearity 

components decreased, which are related to 

asymmetry discharge. The increasing in the 

angle at this condition leads to release the 

plasma toward the wall of the plasma 

container and the discharge occurs indirectly 

between the two electrodes during the wall 

of the discharge container. In this case the 

nonlinearity is very high. The distortion in 

the current wave produces by the second 

harmonic associated with the fundamental 

frequency because the other harmonics will 

be very small effect compared with the 

second harmonic [14]. Experimental study 

of the DC and second harmonic contents in 

13.56 RF glow discharge indicated to the 

association property of these two 

components. The argument for these words, 

researches recently work in this field used 

two frequencies applied on the symmetrical 

geometry capacitively coupled discharge 

plasma fundamental frequency 13.56 MHz 

and its harmonic 27.12 MHz as a df ccrf 

discharge. During the tuning for the two 

phase angles for the two Rf voltage applied 

lead to control of the DC bias, Heil et al., 

[19] found that the DC bias is a nearly linear 

function with the phase angle. Schungel [22] 

proved the same result of Heil et al., [19] 

experimentally, but with the asymmetric df 

ccrf  discharge by using applied voltages 

with frequencies 13.56 MHz and its 

harmonic 27.12 MHz, and denotes that the 

DC bias is as a function of the phase angle 

(phase shift), but its absolute value is 

strongly affected by the electrode area ratio. 

  

Conclusions 

 From above one may conclude the 

following:  

           The DC and second harmonic 

contents in 13.56 RF glow discharge 

indicated the association property of these 

two components. The results indicated 

significant increase in distortions at two 

specific values of the cone angle enclosing 

the two electrodes within its geometrical 

volume. The systematic is increasing for 

these components with all RF powers. The 

computation of the cone head angle gave the 

symmetry discharge or asymmetry. When 

the angle is small the condition is near 

symmetry discharge associated with 

decrease in the nonlinearity. When the angle 

was increasing to a specific value the 

property of the nonlinearity is increases very 

clear. 
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